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Technical Bulletin                    Memory Reset/Summit

The following procedure pertains to the “Blue Logic Board” for the Summit with ROM

version 2.30 or earlier installed.

Sometimes, clearing the memory of the Summit will solve many problems totally

unrelated to the memory.  The following procedure will reset the plotter to factory

defaults and will dump anything that might be causing the plotter to act differently

than expected.

1. Turn off power and remove power and data cables from Summit.

2. Remove the main board access panel located on the bottom right of the machine.

3. On the main logic board, locate JP2 jumper positioned at the lower left corner of

the board, which is marked CLR/RUN.

4. Move the jumper to the “CLR” side to clear the memory.

5. Reposition the jumper back to the “RUN” side.

The memory of the plotter is now reset to factory defaults.



Technical Bulletin                                    Memory Reset/Summit

The following procedure pertains to the “Blue Logic Board” for the Summit with ROM

version 3.00 or later installed.

Sometimes unusual plotter symptoms and its accompanying grief can be remedied by

clearing the main logic board’s memory, even though the problem is completely

unrelated to the memory.  This procedure resets the plotter to factory defaults and

dumps anything that might be causing the plotter to act differently than expected.

1. Turn off power and remove power and data cables from Summit.

 
2. Manually move the carriage to left endplate.

 
3. Hold in the “Pause” key while turning on the plotter.

 
4. Once the carriage starts moving to the right, release the “Pause” key.

5. When the carriage reaches the right side of the plotter and the “Pause’ light is

illuminated, this procedure is complete.

The plotter is now set to factory defaults.



Technical Bulletin                       Box Style Frame Sensor Adjustment/Summit

Tools Required:

• Small Tip Philips Screwdriver

• 5/32 Allen

• Voltmeter

• Ruler

1. Summit should be in “Pause” mode to perform this procedure.

2. Position over the paper where you normally set the “Starting Point” position.

3. Adjust the sensor height by turning the sensor height adjustment screw (5/32

Allen) located at the top rear of the sensor housing.  The distance between the

sensor lens and the paper should be .200 inches.



4. Remove the front cover plate of the sensor by removing the (2) phillips head

screws vertically oriented on the cover.

5. Visually locate the jumper pin set on the sensor PCB labeled J1.

6. Turn on your voltmeter.

7. To adjust the sensor voltage, contact the jumper pins on J1 with the positive and

negative leads from the voltmeter.

8. If the voltage reads higher than 6 volts, rotate the adjustment screw clockwise in

very small increments until the voltage begins to drop.  Continue until the

voltage reaches its lowest point.  Try to minimize any down pressure on the

carriage when rotating the adjustment screw because it will affect the carriage

position.

9. If it is difficult to reach the low voltage, clean the sensor lens.  It is also possible

that the sensor was too low to begin with, so start at .22 inches away from the

platen.

10. After setting the voltage, disconnect the voltmeter leads from J1 and move the

carriage about 12 inches to the left and then back to the adjusting position.  This

is to ensure sensor height adjustment is maintained after the carriage moves.

11. Re-check the sensor voltage.  If the sensor reads between 4 and 6 volts,

disconnect the meter.

12. Press  "Sensor Test" button on the keypad to test the performance of the sensor.

The sensor should beep every time it crosses the horizontal sensor mark.  Press

the "Sensor Test" key a second time.  The sensor should beep each time it

crosses the vertical sensor mark.

13. Install the front cover plate of the sensor.

14. The frame sensor adjustment is now complete.



Technical Bulletin   Dimensional Calibration/Summit

The purpose of calibration is to heighten the dimensional accuracy of the x-axis and y-

axis measurements produced by your Summit marker plotter.

To calibrate your Summit marker plotter:

1. Turn on the Summit.

2. Press “Starting Point” and then “Pause” to place the Summit online.

3. From your computer open the Ioline Control Center software that was originally

provided with your machine.

4. From the main menu select “Calibrate” then “Calibrate Plotter”.  The “Set

Calibration” window should appear.

5. Before calibrating, reset your Summit's “Calibration Setting” to its factory default

(1.0000), click on “Reset Calibration”.

6. Install media large enough for the calibration plot.  41” X 48” (104 cm X 122

cm).

7. Click on “Calibration Plot” to plot the stored calibration plot.  Your Summit will

draw four ruled lines, two in each axis.  In the X-axis 40” and 101 cm.  In the Y-

axis 46” and 116 cm.

8. Precisely measure one length and one width line (inches or centimeters) and

record your results.

9. Accurately enter the measured values in the fields labeled “Measured” for both x

and y.

10. Click on “Set Calibration”.

11. Your Summit will calibrate itself, and the new “Calibration Setting” will be

displayed.

12. Click on “Done” when you are finished.



Technical Bulletin        Frame Gap or Overlap/Summit

If your Summit marker plotter is exhibiting gapping of overlapping between frames,

check the following:

1. Level the stand.  If the stand is twisted the paper will not feed properly.

2. Clean the platens with a clean cloth and isopropyl alcohol, then lightly wipe the

platens with silicone to reduce friction

3. Clean the take-up and feed shaft support blocks with a clean rag and isopropyl

alcohol.  Lightly lubricate the blocks with silicone lubricant to reduce friction.

4. Verify the frame sensor is enabled and the light is illuminated.  Display the

plotter settings in the Summit Control Center software by selecting “Display”

then “Plotter Settings”.  If the sensor is disabled, enable the sensor by clicking

on the box to the left of the sensor enable dialogue.  Click on the button at the

bottom of the screen labeled “Send As New Default” to save the settings

permanently in the plotters memory.

5. Clean the sensor lens with a cotton swab and isopropyl alcohol.

6. Adjust the sensor height to optimize frame mark recognition (see “Box Style

Frame Sensor Adjustment” Technical Bulletin).

7. Review your paper loading process.  Make sure the paper is pulled taut, tight and

square when attaching it to the take-up shaft.  See pages 34 to 41 of your Users

Guide to Operations for proper paper loading.

8. Ensure the paper hubs are secured tightly into the paper roll and that the paper

hub lock screws are secured tightly onto the feed shaft.

9. Verify the (4) set screws (1/8” hex) that secure the outer take-up shaft to the

inner shaft are tight.  The (2) set screws are located at each end of the outer

take-up shaft

10. If the plotter frame setting in the control center is smaller than the apparel

software frame setting, it may cut off the top part of the frame.  If the plotter

frame setting is larger than the software setting, the sensor mark will be made

several inches above the last frame and can cause a frame gap.  To prevent this

gap, assure that the plotter frame setting in the control center matches the

software setting.



11. Assure that the take-up and feed shafts lock collars are flush against the left

shaft support blocks.  These collars lock the shafts in position so they do not

move side to side, which may induce frame alignment problems during plotting

or paper feeding.  The right end of the shafts should be butted against the right

end plate.  For a more detailed description.  (See pages 22 to 25 of your Users

Guide to Operations).

12. Reposition the outside chart wheels together at an equal distance from the left

and right edges of the paper (at least 2”).   You may have to position the chart

wheels in different locations until you get the desired tracking.  The center

wheels should be pushed against the bronze square shaft support brackets.

13. Inspect the chart wheels for worn or delaminated rubber and that they spin

freely.

14. Verify the tension springs are still attached to the back of the chart wheel arms

and have not been stretched out, which would change the pressure of the wheel

and cause paper slippage.

15. Inspect the grit shaft for excessive grit wear of paper buildup where the wheels

grip the paper.  Clean the grit shaft using a soft bristle nylon brush.

16. Remove any paper or ink build up on the chart wheels, which could cause the

wheels to slip on the paper.

17. Ensure that the dancer bars move freely.  A jammed dancer bar ads drag or

friction to one side of the paper loop, and may cause frame alignment problems.

18. Check all set screws on the grit shaft (5/64” hex), x and y-axis transmission

assemblies (5/64” and 1/8” hex).  A loose set screw can induce frame alignment

problems due to gear or shaft slippage.

Technical Specifications are:

1. Frame to Frame Alignment: within 1.27mm (0.050”).  This is the distance or

space, if any, between frames.

2. Intra-frame Repeatability: within 0.51mm (0.020”).  This is the accuracy if you

were to draw on top of the same design.



Technical Bulletin                    Memory Reset/Summit

The following procedure pertains to the “Green Logic Board” for the Summit.

Sometimes, clearing the memory of the Summit will solve many problems totally

unrelated to the memory.  The following procedure will reset the plotter to factory

defaults and will dump anything that might be causing the plotter to act differently

than expected.

1. Turn power off and remove power and data cables from Summit.

 
2. Remove the main board access panel located on the bottom right of the machine.

3. Locate and remove the ni-cad battery located at the lower right position of the

logic board.

 
4. Press the tab that held the battery in place until it touches the surface below, and

then replace the battery.

 
5. Next to the battery is JP4, Run/ClrMem jumper.  Remove the jumper from JP4 and

move it to the right and center posts then back to the original position.

6. Turn the plotter on.

The memory of the plotter is now reset to factory defaults.



Technical Bulletin       Maintenance Schedule/Summit

To keep your Summit marker plotter operating at its peak performance, please follow

these guidelines for maintenance.  This procedure can vary depending on the amount

of use the plotter gets.  Please use your own judgment.

Weekly

1. Clean the grit shaft using a stiff bristled nylon brush.  Remove any paper build

wherever the wheel grips the paper.  With the power off, rotate shaft manually as

not to miss any spots.  Paper build up can cause media slippage.

2. Clean plotting surface, front and back, using a clean rag with anti-static spray to

reduce drag.

3. Clean chart wheels of any excess paper or ink accumulation with clean rag and

isopropyl alcohol.

4. Clean frame sensor lens with cotton swab and isopropyl alcohol.

Monthly

1. Clean traverse rods with a clean rag and isopropyl alcohol.

2. Using a cotton swab and isopropyl alcohol, clean pen lifter plate rods on the

carriage assembly.  These are the rods on which the pen jaw rides up and down.

Excessive dirt build up can cause sticking and deterioration of plot quality.

Illustration:  operations manual, pg. 63.

3. Clean white ribbon cable of any dirt accumulation with a clean rag and isopropyl

alcohol.  Any build up can be transferred to the assembly itself and cause the

cable not to retract properly.

4. Clean take up and feed shaft blocks on stand with clean rag and isopropyl alcohol.

Treat blocks by spraying with silicone to reduce friction between shaft and block.

This step is very important.  Illustration:  operations manual, pg. 27.

5. Change the position of your chart wheels to even out wear on the shaft.  This can

add to the life expectancy of the shaft.



Quarterly

1. Check the take up shaft and feed shaft lock collars. The lock collar should be next

to the shaft support block.  If the collars are not positioned properly the shaft will

shift side to side causing irregular tracking of the paper.  Warning:  Pressing

collars too tight against blocks may stall take up transmission!

2. Check the grit shaft setscrews to ensure they are fastened properly.  A loose set

screw can cause frame to frame gapping/overlapping and intraframe registration

problems due to paper shift.

3. Check X & Y-axis transmission pinion gear set screws.  Access the transmissions

by removing the right end cover of Summit.  A loose setscrew can cause

unexplainable Y-axis shifting or sometimes no movement at all.

4. Check flex coupling set screws to ensure they are fastened properly.  The flex

coupling connects the x-axis transmission drive pin to the grit shaft pin.

5. Level the stand.   A twisted stand induces tracking problems.

6. Check take-up shaft transmission flex coupling set screws.  The flex coupling

connects the take up transmission gearing to the take up transmission drive

motor.



Technical Bulletin                               Operational Recommendations/Summit

Ioline makes the following recommendations regarding the installation and use of the

Summit:

1. We recommend that no more than 150 to 175 yards of paper are allowed to

accumulate on the take-up roll.  (Please note the specification for “Maximum Paper Take-

up” under Technical Specifications on the Summit Data Sheet).

 
2. When installing the Summit we recommend the following guidelines with regard to

data cable construction and routing:

Pre-assembled cables with molded connector shells are preferred.  If cables

must be handmade, recommended materials/procedures are as follows:

• Crimp type snap-in contacts are highly preferred over solder cup type

contacts.

 
• All crimps should be made with ratchet type tools.

 
• Belden 9680 series low capacitance computer cable or equivalent cable

specifically designed for RS-232 applications should be used.

 
• All cable shields and ground connections MUST be properly connected.

 
• Connector backshells must have cable strain relief hardware and lock

assemblies installed.

 
• Solder cup contacts are not preferred, but if used, each solder connection

should be covered with heat shrink tubing after soldering.

 
4. Serial cables should be routed away from power cables and other sources of

electrical noise. The computer and its attached plotter should be powered from the

same ac circuit and preferably the same ac outlet to reduce the possibility of

ground potential differences.

5. Paper conditioning is important.  New rolls of paper are typically very low in

moisture.  Paper can stretch 1 to 2 percent in the mill direction as it accumulates

moisture from the surrounding air.  A conditioning period of 48 hours is

recommended to ensure maximum accuracy and frame alignment.  The roll should

be placed near the plotter (or at least in the same room).  Orientation of the roll is

not important.  Assuming that the paper is properly loaded, improper conditioning

is the primary cause of poor tracking and frame alignment when the user starts a



new roll.  (See the paragraph on environmental conditions below for more

information.)

 
6. The Summit’s continuous grit shaft allows the use of a range of different paper

widths.  Due to the way current Summit grit shafts are calibrated, some common

widths of paper exhibit better performance.  We recommend the use of 30, 36, 66

and 72-inch widths of paper for best performance.  We are now working on an

improved grit shaft that will give top performance with all common widths of

paper.

7. Environmental conditions can affect the accuracy and repeatability of plotting with

the Summit.  For best performance keep the temperature between 10° and 30° C

(50° and 86° F) and 20% to 80% relative humidity during plotting.  Rapid changes

in temperature and/or humidity can cause problems with paper stretch, as

described above.



Technical Bulletin                                Plotter Port Test/Summit

If you do not have the loop-back diagnostic module, complete the following steps to

test the plotter's serial port:

1. Turn off the Summit.

2. Remove the serial cable from the back of the plotter.

3. Using paperclips or short lengths of wire, jumper pins 2 to 3 and 4 to 5.  Make

sure you get the wires in far enough to make a good connection.  The pinholes are

labeled on the plotters serial port hardware.  The top row is 1 through 13, from

right to left, so the pins to jumper are:

12345678911 101213

141516171819202122232425

4. Turn on the Summit while you hold down the “Sensor Test” key on the keypad.

Continue holding down “Sensor Test” key until Summit beeps and the light flashes

three times.  This places the plotter in the serial diagnostic mode.

5. Press any “Arrow” key on the plotter keypad.  This emulates the transmitting and

receiving of characters.  The Summit should beep and the light should flash each

time an “Arrow” key is pressed.

6. Turn off the Summit after the test.  This will take the plotter out of the serial

diagnostic mode.

7. Remove the jumpers from the serial port.

If this test passes, then the serial port of the plotter is communicating properly.



Technical Bulletin         Ribbon Cartridge Replacement/Summit

1. Turn off power and remove data and power cables from Summit.

2. Manually slide the carriage to the left side of the machine.

3. Disconnect white ribbon cable from carriage PCB connector.

4. Remove left end cover, left end top cover and top center horizontal dust cover.

5. Locate cartridge assy connected to the top of left end plate.  Note position of

cables connected to cartridge assy PCB and mark accordingly for future

reference .

6. Carefully remove cable connectors from cartridge PCB.

7. Remove the (3) phillips head mounting screws that fasten the cartridge to the

end plate.

8. Replace the white ribbon cable as per the assembly procedure instructions

provided by Ioline Corporation.

9. After installing new ribbon cable into cartridge assy, guide the ribbon cable

through the end plate opening and securely fasten it to the carriage traverse

assembly using scotch tape.  This is to keep the ribbon cable from retracting into

the cartridge assy, while mounting the cartridge assy to the left end plate.

10. Refasten the cartridge assy to the left end plate using the (3) mounting screws

previously removed.

11. Reconnect cable connectors to the proper positions on cartridge PCB.  Please

refer to your notes.  Make sure you do not miss a pin when reconnecting the

cable connectors to the PCB connectors.  It is very easy to make this mistake.

12. Connect the ribbon cable to the carriage PCB connector and lock the cable clamp.

13. Install top dust cover, left top cover and left end cover onto Summit.

14. Installation of new cartridge assy is complete.



Technical Bulletin                     Troubleshooting Error Conditions/Summit

The Summit marker plotter has preprogrammed error conditions, which are defined by a particular colored light sequence emitted from the

keypad error light.  The error conditions are as follows:

Error Condition Description Possible Cause/Solution

Steady Red Memory Buffer Overrun or a

Major Communication Error

Defective RS-232 cable.

Defective computer serial port.

Damaged RS-232 interface IC on logic board.

Replace cable.

Perform computer port test from control center
software to verify, if fails replace serial port.

Perform plotter port test from control center software

to verify, if fails replace communication chip.
(102822 IC, RS-232 Interface)

Flashing Red X-Axis Jam Paper jammed into grit shaft.
Ceased grit shaft bearing(s).

Ceased servo motor.

Blown transistor(s) on logic board (Position Q1–Q4)

Loose x-axis transmission motor pulley.

Damaged x-axis transmission gear assy.

Loose set screw on flex coupling.

Loose set screw on grit shaft assy.

Clear paper jam.
Replace grit shaft bearing(s).

Manually turn motor shaft, if hard to turn replace

servo motor.
Test transistor(s) w/ohm meter touching D (drain) &

S (source) leads; should read 2.23 mega ohms,

replace if reading is less.
Inspect and check pulley set screws.

Inspect gear for damaged teeth, replace damaged

gear.
Inspect and check flex coupling set screws.

Check all set screws on grit shaft assy.

Steady Green Serial Error, Communication

Problem or  Sensor Error

Sensor did not read frame mark.

Damaged RS-232 interface IC on logic board.

Check cable connection; clean sensor lens; adjust

sensor height; test sensor.

Perform plotter port test from control center software
to verify, if fails replace communication chip.

(102822 IC, RS-232 Interface)



Flashing Green Y-Axis or Roll Feed Jam Pen caught on edge of paper causing jam.
Ceased y-axis transmission bearing(s).

Ceased servo motor (y-axis or roll feed).

Roll feed transmission mechanical problem.

Blown transistor(s) on logic board (Position Q5–Q8)

Damaged or striped y-axis drive belt teeth.

Damaged y-axis transmission gear assy.

Loose y-axis transmission motor pulley.

Clear paper jam.
Inspect bearing(s) for damage, replace y-axis

transmission bearing(s).

Manually turn motor shaft, if hard to turn replace
servo motor.

Inspect transmission for mechanical problems,

replace damaged parts.
Test transistor(s) w/ohm meter touching D (drain) &

S (source) leads; should read 2.23 mega ohms,

replace if reading is less.
Inspect and replace drive belt if needed.

Inspect gear for damaged teeth, replace damaged

gear.
Inspect and check pulley set screws.

Alternating
Red/Green

Plotter Language Syntax
Error or Major

Communication Error

Wrong plotter language.

Wrong plotter driver.

Wrong data transfer protocol settings for serial port.

File sent before plotter was placed online.

Synchronization problem caused by defective servo

motor encoder.

Defective computer serial port.

Damaged IC RS-232 interface IC on logic board.

Change plotter language in apparel software (DMPL
or HPGL)

Select the driver for Ioline Summit in your apparel

software.
Check port settings from windows control panel

and/or communication settings in your signmaking

software (9600 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, Xon/Xoff
or Hardware Handshaking).

Abort file, reset plotter power to clear buffer.

Clean encoder disk, replace servo motor.

Perform computer port test from control center
software to verify, if fails replace serial port.

Perform plotter port test from control center software

to verify, if fails replace communication chip
(102822 IC, RS-232 Interface)


